AFTERCARE GUIDE
HOW TO LOOK AFTER YOUR
NEW RESIN BOUND SURFACE

Thank you for purchasing your fabulous new resin bound surface from us!
Detailed below are some simple steps to ensure you keep your new driveway looking
good for years to come. Your resin bound surface is intended to be used for both
foot traffic and vehicle use and is extremely hardwearing and easy to maintain.
•If for any reason work is taking place near your resin
bound surface, it would be advised to cover the area
of resin bound to safeguard against damage.
•Heavy objects such as waste skips should not be
dragged across the resin bound surface nor should
things such as fuel spills or oil be left on the surface
as this may cause permanent damage.
•If a spillage occurs simply wipe up and wash off at
your earliest convenience.
•To keep the resin bound surface clean, you can hose
or wash the surface – a bucket of soapy water and
a brush works just fine.
•All projects are treated with a mild weed killer
before the resin bound system is applied, if for any
reason moss or weeds appear on the surface a
weed killing agent can be applied with a watering
can directly onto the resin bound surface. The weed
killer will then drain through the resin bound system
naturally to kill off the weeds.

• If there is severe moss build up due to tree’s
etc, apply two coats of weed killer and wash off
appropriately, always follow the manufacturers
guidelines.
•Areas that need to be replaced due to damage
can be done using the same blend as the original
surface, but dependent on the age of the existing
surface a patch will take time to match the existing
colour. Please note the stone used in the resin
bound system is mined from a rock stone face.
Some minor colour variation may occur.
• The removal of ice and snow can be achieved by
either a plastic shovel or a de-icing salt. Cement of
concrete marks can be removed with the careful
use of dilute hydrochloric acid; this must
be immediately washed off after use.
• A resin rejuvenator can be applied to any resin
bound surface to bring a shine back to the surface,
if desired.
•Your new resin surface may not be as non-slip when
wet after it is freshly laid; this is because there is
a clear film of resin sat on the surface, which does
wear off with natural weather conditions.
Enjoy your purchase for years to come.

IF YOU HAVE ANY FURTHER QUESTIONS,
PLEASE DON’T HESITATE TO CALL
OUR TEAM ON 0800 011 4628
OR EMAIL HELLO@A-GRADERESIN.COM

